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A great idea for extra money to do whatever you want with is to first actually have a 

budget that’s legit . Integrity is something you should already know but seeing how 

evil works , I get it , plus sadly you’re looking up to someone who’s sent and 

continues to send billions of taxpayer money to fund the most corrupt country of neo 

nazis’s and bio weapon manufacturers in the world , which both are specifically 

designed to kill humans   …like you even care but I’ll say it anyway … for GODs sake 

STOP literally starving the humans who live and work in Oregon by taxing them to 

death and another good idea would be to STOP inviting everyone here to live on the 

streets for free , ruin everyone’s property from literal diseased fecal matter, massive 

crime and babies born so drug affected there isn’t enough foster care to house them 

all , all while bleeding us dry financially. Anyone with a brain knows the millions of 

corrupt fed money Oregon actually gets yearly for the homeless is being used to fund 

many more evil deeds instead of truly helping anyone or ever caring about fixing any 

drug crisis to begin with ( it’s a great money laundering cover, you’ve learned from 

the biggest joke of a leader in the entire history of our country  ) You are single 

handedly ruining Oregon and everyone knows how truly evil you are Yes, you 

reading this - trying to make these sneaky decisions to keep ruining this state  - so 

keep doing satans work and see how far that gets you - lol what a waste, instead of 

actually doing good work to keep tax paying citizens safe ,you have chosen to ruin a 

beautiful state and will go down in history as making the worst ever decisions made 

to hurt the masses in this state  - you’re going to need all the help you can get for the 

damage you’ve already done and continue to do , so good luck with that  


